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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION SECTION
Operator: Good afternoon, and welcome to Deutsche Telekom's Conference Call. At our customers' request, this
conference will be recorded and uploaded to the Internet.
May I now hand y ou over to Mr. Hannes Wittig.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Hannes C. Wittig
Head-Investor Relations

Y eah. Good afternoon, everyone, and welcome to our webinar on Deutsche Telekom in the Cloud. We believ e we
hav e created a highly innovative and differentiated proposition here that fits well with our ov erall strategy.
With me are Anette Bronder, the Director of our Digital Div ision and a Board Member of T -Sy stems International;
and also Frank Strecker, who is in charge of our Global Cloud Computi ng and Partner Ecosystems. We first want
to present for about 30 minutes on our propositions and then we hav e time for Q&A.
Before I hand ov er to Anette, please let me draw y our attention to the disclaimer, which you will find in the
presentation.
And now, I giv e the word to Anette. Please, go ahead.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Anette Bronder

Director - Digital Division; Board Member - T-Sytsems International, Deutsche Telekom AG

So, thank y ou v ery much. As Hannes Wittig said already before, my name is Anette Bronder. It's a plea sure for me,
together with my colleague and the leader of our Cloud business, Frank Strecker, to work with y ou through our, I
want to say , already success story of Cloud and we want to go for more.
So, I will hav e the opportunity now step-by-step to make y ou familiar what we hav e set it up and what we want to
go for, so, we will start with more, let me say , overall setting the stage into and definition, then let's hav e a look on
the market and ov erview on that.
Let's look on trends in the market when we look on what's going on with the Cloud business in the B2B sector and
what is our answer to that, what we hav e already in place and how successful this is. With that, then we hand ov er
to our portfolio, some use cases, and then we hav e the opportunity to as k questions.
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So, let me start then with the market. What we see actually is – and Mr. Wittig said it already , Hannes said already
we are running the Digital Div ision. So, we were the first operator in Europe who set it up, a digital div ision to
manage our Digital business products and solutions in the proper way for the future.
And if we look on the market, we see already, we are in the middle of digitalization. And this will happen and is
already happened for all customer segments, not only for the big o nes. We see a big, big trend and also a huge
demand from small, medium enterprises to come up with standardized product and solutions.
So, when we are talking about cloud today, we are not only talking about the big and huge ones. We are also
talking about the smaller customers, and we, from Deutsche Telekom, are able to serve them all. So, ev erything
can be digitized in the future, will be digitized. Ev erything will be connected. And cloud is one of the main driv ers
for this digitization, and it is a base also for the IoT business we need to go for in the future.
IoT business at the moment is, let me say , more a learning market. But more and more, we are stepping into more
concrete solutions and products. And with the cloud portfolio, we are able to offer to the market, we said it
already, the base for that.
We are able to do secure hosting from our German data center, which is also v ery important for our customers
when they are stepping into cloud, and I will ex plain a little bit more in the future why i s this more important than
in the past because we see a huge trend to – on the customer side from private cloud into public, and regarding to
that, a secure network, but also how to handle data in a secure way. It's a v ery, very important point for our
customers. And we think that with our German data center in Biere, we are able to offer a unique selling point in
Europe for our customers. And with that, we are v ery attractive for big players and partners around the globe, also
for the U.S. companies. And why this is the case, we will ex plain in the nex t slides.
So, when we are talking about cloud, I think it's important that we hav e the total picture in our mind. And the
portfolio we had it – we hav e set it up for public cloud in Deutsche Telekom for all c ustomer segments will not
only mean that we are able to offer and provide infrastructure as a serv ice. We are – we built it up also a strong
partner and ecosystem for our Platform-as-a-Service. And we are also able to offer Software-as-a-Service with own
products, but also with some strong offers from our partners we have now new in this portfolio.
So, if we look at that, let me ex plain a little bit level-by-level what we hav e built it up. And we hav e strong partners
in the enterprise Infrastructure-as-a-Service level, and my colleague, Frank, will come to that later. But for me,
v ery important is to pull out that since the CeBIT this y ear, we launched our own product, which is the Open
Telekom Cloud in this area. And with that, we hav e now a European answer also onto what we hav e seen from the
Americans and from other players around the globe. And with that product, I think we are absolutely able to
compete with strong players and also with the market leader, which is the Amazon Web Serv ices. And the reason
why we think we are able to compete with them is not only related to technology, it's also related to price, it's also
related to go to market, but also related to, let me say , a v ery seamless and simple customer experience we can
offer.
If we look on Platform-as-a-Service, we are also good on track. We hav e a strong mixture of ex ternal and internal
offerings, and we are the data trustee. Just to give you one of the ex amples from Microsoft here in Europe,
especially also here in Germany , and this is for t he first time that we are acting as a data trustee for a U.S.
company. We are owning the data and Microsoft is, in that way , a strategic partner for us, and they handed over
their customer data to us, and I think this was a bold step.
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And the good thing was it was the right timing because I think most of y ou are familiar with the Safe Harbor
announcement we saw. And with that, we are v ery proud that we are, let me say , the premium and strategic
partner for Microsoft here in Europe.
On top of that, we are also able to offer 60 software solutions in our Software -as-a-Service portfolio. And I like to
stress one of the solutions because one of our v ery strategic partners in this area is a strong [indiscernible] (07 :07)
play er, it's Salesforce. Salesforce, from my perspective, really a success story in the last, let me say , 1 2 months to
1 8 months. They are the market leader in CRM, and we hav e a good customer base already with them.
And we hav e some v ery significant wins with Salesforce already in the last six months. So, with that, I think if we
look on all these components, yeah, we need to be able to offer to customers, I think, we are an ov erall cloud
play er also from a technology perspective, if it comes infrastructure to software.
Let's come to the nex t. I think if we look on our customers, I think it's v ery important that we see a huge trend on
customer side. And by the way, I said it already, not only for the big ones, we see a trend from private cloud to
public cloud. Why is this the case? Because they also need more flex ibility, they need more data sharing in some of
the areas. Sales is alway s a good area of argumentations. Customers are coming up with why they need more
flex ibility and sharing of data.
But public cloud also giv es them the opportunity in this digital world to get in a totally different customer
relationship and interactions with their customer. So, most of our customers have more cloud solutions in place
than one. This is also v ery important to know, so it's not only from private to pub lic, it's also a hy brid setup we see
there. So, they have already a multi-cloud environment.
And what they need on top is not only what I hav e described before, what kind of products and solutions we have
in the infrastructure platform and software solutions. What they also need is cloud integration and orchestration,
which is key for them to come, let me say , from A to B.
Beside the cloud solutions, our ecosystem also consists on big data solutions, which is v ery, v ery important. Also,
we are here acting with leading companies in the area of analy tics. We are working with talent as one of the
ex amples, but Frank will show y ou the overview of our partners more on this area later.
So, we are offering cloud integrations with standard connectors, with servic e catalogs and end-to-end to back-end
cloud platforms. We combine our own assets, these strengths from our partners, and with that, I think we hav e
nearly [ph] a competable (09:40) portfolio in Deutsche Telekom.
If we go to the nex t slide, then let's hav e a look, as I said before, on the cloud market. And this market is growing
massiv ely. And we shared our portfolio five months ago on the Analyst Summit and we got a v ery, v ery positive
feedback already. And we also got, in the last month, top rating from a nalysts. One ex ample is that we were
ranked as the leading cloud provider from Ex perton in the Cloud V endor Benchmark of 2015 by end of last y ear.
And as I mentioned before, the Safe Harbor announcement was also one of the driv ers with our security
capabilities here in Germany to giv e us, let me say , that [ph] stand (1 0:30).
If we hav e a look on market trends just to capture the most important things, 80% of all business customers prefer
a multi-cloud approach. This is out of a worldwide study from RightSc ale from 2015, and multi-cloud is absolutely
the future. So, if we say it in a nutshell, strong trend from private to public, hy brid multi -cloud, and we think with
our ecosystems, we have built it up; and we alway s call it not only internal, also external, we have the best-ofbreed solutions and products here. We hav e the flex ibility and no v endor lock -ins. We can offer ex actly what the
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customer need with our base of standardized top partners and products. We are able to offer also on top, add -on
serv ices. We hav e the complete portfolio.
So, let me end up this – wrap up with some key messages I want to giv e to you. So, first of all, cloud, main driver
for digitization. So, Deutsche Telekom wants to go forward to be a strong player in IoT. This will giv e us the
foundation for that.
This Cloud portfolio and business is not only a T-Sy stems portfolio or a Deutsche Telekom portfolio, this is a
Deutsche Telekom wide approach and portfolio for all customer segments. It is omni -channel. We are also able to
prov ide every single solution and product to our customers online. So, we are able to handle different customer
touch points, and we hav e also worked out some new areas, how we are serving small and medium customers with
that.
We had a v ery, v ery successful go -to market with this product, especially our own products, and I will highlight
the Open Telekom Cloud again. We were able – from the idea to the launch with all operations, you need to handle
that in a proper way, process is fully automated in 1 2 months. We are certified from a security perspective with
this product.
And with that, I think we, in Deutsche Telekom, we are able to giv e the European answer to the U.S. colleagues
and others around the globe. We are here. We are a strong play er, and we are able to compete against the market
leaders.
So, with that, I want to hand ov er to Frank, who is able to giv e you much more details on that. So, stage is y ours,
Frank. Thanks.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Frank Strecker

Senior Vice President, Global Cloud Computing & Partner Eco-Systems, Deutsche Telekom AG

Y eah. So, thanks a lot. Frank Strecker, my name. I'm running the Cloud business for Deutsche Telekom, and I
hope and I think y ou have now understood that there is a right to play in the market because it's growing. And I
also want to giv e y ou now, more details regarding why we hav e the right to win in this market and why we are
successful, so giv e y ou more details how the Cloud strategy fits to our overall Deutsche Telekom strategy because
it's a perfect fit; and on the other hand, how we now transform in detail our clients and ourself into a digital world,
and as with the Cloud and our Telco Connectivity business, as a base and the foundation for the transformation.
So, there are two reasons why we – this is a perfect fit, our Cloud strategy, because, first of all, we are
transforming ourselves onto cloud and onto digitalization because the foundation or the future foundation of our
business is based on cloud. So, we are doing all this IP network transformation and the base of this
transformation, and the foundation for that is a cloud infrastructure.
So, what we are telling our clients, it's not just to say , y ou have to do that, it's our also, a transformation. And
that's a good story and a good foundation and a good footprint to expl ain that the transformation we are doing is
the same as we are offer to our clients. And as we hav e – as Anette has mentioned, as we hav e a lot of enterprise
clients, and I may come to that later, it's really about not just to build up or greenfield something new, it's about
how to transform a business in a sustainable and secure way, and that's also the reason why our board should say
we are offering these new things, but are based on a secure platform. It's a unique selling proposition we hav e
built up so far here into the market.
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So, second, digitalization is all about customer experience. And with this new way of offering solutions, IT and
[ph] T-Car (1 5:20) cloud solution to our clients, these help us and our clients really to give them a better custom er
ex perience.
And then in the third dimension, we strongly believe that to be successful in digitalization is not just based on one
solution, it's based to be part of a digital env ironment and a cloud partner ecosystem, our ecosystem, and we hav e
built this foundation with this partner landscape that y ou can see in the pages later on. And there is also now a
strong foundation we can use also for the other activities we are doing in the context of transformation. And then,
for sure, if y ou look at the numbers, it's a highly growing market, the Cloud business. The [ph] T-Car (1 6:03) and
IT business in principle is not growing so high. Therefore, a lot of the growth we want to reach and we will reach
out on the business will become out of our Cloud business.
But now, let's look onto our clients, what happens at the moment. Y es? I'm now on page number 1 0. So, what
happens on page number 1 0, at our clients is it's about transformation. So, they have their existing environment,
they hav e their existing processes, they have their existing back-office sy stems in place. And now, they have to –
and they will know and set up this new ty pe of business, which is based on cloud, which is based on big data,
which is the base of their digitalization. And to the question ma rk they hav e for the moment is how they combine
these old world activities with the new world activities.
And we can offer now sy stems with our IT and knowledge, and as the Deutsche Telekom, as our [ph] T -Car (1 6:58)
knowledge, we can offer this transformation because we are offering the old world and we are offering the new
world, and for sure, we can offer with our [ph] SI (1 7 :06) capabilities, this transformation from the old world to
the new world, and that's just v ery important, the combination of bot h worlds because that's the key question
marks our clients have at the moment.
They hav e the new things in place, but they hav e to maintain their legacy and how can they combine based on a
secure network and cloud infrastructure, how can they ensure a sus tainable business in this transformation phase.
And this is something we can offer as I can show on the nex t pages. And the importance is that y ou have
something in place which is [ph] flex ible (17 :41) because y ou are building y our new business as well ont o these
cloud platforms.
So, if y ou can see in page number 1 1 now, this is our ecosystem we hav e set up, and the footprint and the base is
alway s the same, either offer these solutions and offer the solutions of our partners based on our infrastructure,
which is our network and our datacenter capabilities. So, it's ensured that the security requirements the clients
hav e are built always onto that foundation.
And the second good thing is, as y ou can see on this page, we offer their platform of choice. So, we can offer
different combinations of infrastructure or platform of different infrastructures, [ph] cut costs (1 8:22). As Anette
has mentioned, this is ex actly what happens at the moment that, for ex ample, they are running their legacy on the
V Mware technology, but they build new technologies based on OpenStack or based on Azure and based on other
solutions. So, it's really the combination to ensure the best choice for the client we can offer at Deutsche Telekom,
which is a unique selling proposition in the market.
And it's also the orchestration and the management of this different type of solutions because all the cloud is
reality in our client side, and we can offer this different type of solutions. And based on the fact that we're not a
hardware or software company, we hav e [ph] now (1 9:00) to offer our own software [ph] staff (1 9:02) as an
ex ample. We hav e really a good footprint to explain that we're the trusted advisor to offer the best solution in this
– for the best solution, for the best moment, for the best situation to the client.
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So, on page 1 2, I giv e y ou some examples now, the reasons why clients are choosing us as a cloud provider. One is
– which we hav e announced in CeBIT, which is CERN, which is one of the first clients now running onto our Open
Telekom Cloud. And it's a ty pical cloud scenario account, it's a research organization. So, if they are doing their
mathematics or their calculations, they need a lot of load on the short notice, so it's not v ery reasonable to build
[ph] a own (1 9:48) infrastructure which they use and then they don't use that later on. So, they are using our cloud
infrastructure to do that, all this calculation. But as we hav e mentioned again here, based on a secure environment
to ensure that the data which is pro vided by us and calculated by us is based on a secure environment.
Nex t, ty pical situation, I talk about transformation of our clients and Heineken is one of our major customers, a
global customer. This is ty pical solution we are offering based on our pri vate cloud solution, the SAP Sy stems to
Heineken.
Just as a remark, we are offering more than 2.6 million SAP users worldwide to our clients. So, we are the largest
SAP prov ider into the – here in the market globally. And this is a ty pical example that we can offer this – on a
global way to Heineken. You share the solutions and hav e all what they need. On the one hand, flex ibility; but on
the other hand, something which is up and running, which is secure and which is working.
And then just to giv e y ou an ex ample on page number 1 4 of a new solution which is based on Salesforce, because
this is one of our key driver at the moment as well, this client is building something new, and that's a good
ex ample of building something new, they use new tools like Sales force to do their campaign management.
This is a car manufacturer example I'm showing here. And they do all their campaign monitoring to know what
the customer is doing based on this new app. And then as well, in this case, we are offering the front end w ith this
Salesforce solution we're also offering this client and running their back end based on their legacy, based on SAP,
and we're offering the combination here.
So, we can ex actly offer this transformation and the combination of different solutions a s I hav e mentioned in the
prev ious page number 14.
So, now, what are the reasons why the clients see the benefit to doing business with us? First of all, as I hav e
mentioned, digitalization means y ou're building your business based on IT, so it has to be secure. It has to be
reliable. And based on the fact that we, as a managed service provider as T-Sy stems and as Deutsche Telekom,
know how to manage complex environments for clients and manage environments in a way that they are up and
running, that they are working.
A [ph] preferred part (22:13) to doing that is all this ty pe of solutions, our own cloud solutions and our partner
solutions, we are able to offer the flexibility, to offer the choice. For sure, it's all about cost savings also at the end
of the day . So, for sure, with this new ty pe of business and this new ty pe of solutions, we can also offer affordable
way to doing all this stuff.
It's about speed and there's also regarding the agility, because digitalization is about question how fast y ou a re
into the market. This has also the standard applications and the combination of different standard applications.
And then, v ery, v ery important, it has to work and it's a part of transformation. So, we hav e all these IT and system
integration capabilities as well to transform our clients and set up the sy stems in a way that they are properly and
up and running.
So – and now, one of the [indiscernible] (23:09) highlights, as we hav e shown, and we are currently already
planning the ex tension of that, we hav e filled up this data center space, which is now the largest data center at
least in Germany , where we run all these cloud partners and our own products. And this is also a v ery advantage
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because this helps us to easily combine the solutions and to build our – or cloud orchestration and cloud
integration.
So, we hav e set up these data centers and we hav e now all these partners in [indiscernible] (23:36) data center as
well, which giv es us a unique market position into the market because nobody else has b uilt up such env ironment
as we hav e here in the meantime at Deutsche Telekom. And y ou also see our capabilities we are running into that.
And as I'v e mentioned, we are already talking about the ex tension of that because we have such a huge demand for
this ty pe of solutions.
So, on the nex t page, on page number 17 , it's also about not having something in place, which is new. It's also part,
as I hav e mentioned, our own digitalization, so we have also worked on a way to offer in a different way , all these
ty pe of solutions to our clients. So, we hav e set up a combined initiative that we offer in the same and similar slate
to all of our clients, the large enterprise and SMB clients, as well as the small ones in a way that it's really [ph]
cloudable (24:31) or digital. That means they can use this content, they can just click and buy this in four minutes.
For ex ample, can I hav e a new solution, which is also something that we have understood what our clients looking
for, and offer this in a way which really fulfills demand of our clients on the one hand. And second, we hav e
combined that with a multi-cloud environment that we can offer this, and to ensure [indiscernible] (24:58)
customer interactions and with our [ph] ex pert sales (25:00) and all the others that we have a v ery – that they are
– we are v ery fast, we can v ery fast answer the demands of the market with this new frontend and helps us also to
do sales in a digital way .
So, if y ou look at page number 1 8, this leads to the success. Anette mentioned alre ady, so we not only make, we
ov erachieved our cloud markets numbers last year in 2015. We hav e high growth there and we hav e just shown
some of the big logos. As always, we hav e won so far, also extended the business with them as y ou can see on page
number 1 8. But on the other hand, we hav e more than 3,500 cloud wins last y ear, so there is a lot of traffic.
There's a lot of momentum onto this cloud engine at the moment in the market, which we will now further
ex pand. And you can see here the success and the growth in all areas of our customer segments regarding the
Cloud business.
So, and therefore, as I'v e mentioned, we have a track. So – and if y ou are on a track, y ou hav e to continue this
track or [indiscernible] (26:09) that means we want to double our numbers until – in 201 8, and we are in a good
way already in 2016. We hav e continued our sales record now on the first quarter of 2016, and we are in a good
way to manage this growth as we hav e now within our ambitions.
And this is also based, as I hav e mentioned, that we have now this Priv ate Cloud business, but we hav e also strong
growth regarding the market expectation in this Public Cloud business. And based on the fact that we can position
the combination of both scenarios, this brings us in a unique selling point position to manage the growth that we
ex pect in the nex t couple of months and y ears.
So, as a summary , what is our strategy? As I'v e mentioned, we build solutions based on a secure environment. We
build the combination of our own solutions, of our partner solutions to manage and to offer to our clients, an
ecosystem of a multi-cloud environment for big data, for PaaS, for SaaS, for Infrastructure-as-a-Service. And as
I'v e mentioned, there's a huge demand for that, and we are on a growth trac k cycle at the moment to manage that
and to [ph] fulfill (27 :28) these expectations.
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION
Hannes C. Wittig

A

Head-Investor Relations

Okay . Well, thank y ou, Anette, and thank y ou, Frank. We can now start with the Q&A part. So, we hav e v arious
way s to ask y our questions. [Operator Instructions] Alternatively, y ou can just send us questions v ia webcast. You
can ty pe y our question into the box below the stream. And also, you can send y our questions by email to our
inv estor.relations@telekom.de address or via Twitter if y ou include the dt_ir tag in y our Tweet.
So, we had one question sent to us by e -mail, so we can start with that straightaway. The question is from Fred
Boulan at Bank of America Merrill Ly nch. I will just read it out to y ou.
The first part of the question or the first question is, where is AWS positioned versus Deutsche Telekom, and IBM
or Hewlett-Packard? Or rather, probably, how are we positioned compared to AWS, IBM or HP? And how can
Deutsche Telekom match the global scale operators from a cost perspective?
And the second question is, do y ou foresee incremental competition from cloud/OTT providers on y our legacy
enterprise business or y ou see them competing in different market segments? So, two separate questio ns. Anette
or Frank, who wants to start?
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Frank Strecker

Senior Vice President, Global Cloud Computing & Partner Eco-Systems, Deutsche Telekom AG

A

Okay . I can answer, I think, the first question or two questions. The first is the positioning. So, if y ou look at the
market, traditional Amazon is coming more from an OTT play and also more in the consumer or SME space. If
y ou look how we hav e positioned ourselves is on the one hand, for sure, as I hav e mentioned, to position the Open
Telekom Cloud as an ex ample in a similar way , and we hav e a lot of demand and we are in a differentiation based
on the fact, as I'v e mentioned, that we offer this out of German data centers with German people, so we ensure
data priv acy and all that stuff.
But ev en more important, we hav e built up a road map for that to put additional offerings onto that. And
especially, if y ou ask about the enterprise space, the question – and I tried to ex plain this with the transformation
– is how y ou can combine y our existing enterprise IT environment with this new ty pe of env ironment, and we put
a lot of effort to combine then this new part of the business, which is our Open Telekom Cloud, with the legacy the
clients hav e – are already doing this transformation and doing the combination of a best-of-breed solution.
So, on the one hand, it's about features we hav e, Amazon do not have, which is really the question, where is my
data? Is it secure? And we are v ery [ph] price (30:43) aggressive and I will come to that later regarding your –
Frederic's question about scale.
And third, for sure, we hav e all the credentials into our hand to doing this transformation for the client to ensure
that he has the proper way to combine different ty pe of solutions which they have already in their enterprise
business.
So, how can we match global scale operation from cost perspective? If y ou may heard, we are building these
solutions also in a, let me say , partner -centric approach. So, the partners have built up with us, a model that we
can also use their global scale and their global reach. And we hav e built up to something like, so to say, in a
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rev enue share model that we can also utilize the global scale from these other operations or operators. Therefore,
it's not to inv est by our own. It's a combined activity of the partner and of us, and therefore, we have two partners
who are strong and this helps us to doing this scale as [ph] question to y ou (31:47).
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Anette Bronder

Director - Digital Division; Board Member - T-Sytsems International, Deutsche Telekom AG

A

Perhaps I can add something on topic when it comes to global [indiscernible] (31:55). I think it's not only just
about pricing. There's always the question, how do y ou, Deutsche Telekom, want to act globally? And I think, to
say it in one sentence, y es, we are focusing on the – our core market, which is Europe, but which we have set it up
also from a partner's ecosystem, Frank mentioned before, we are able to deliver globally.
Y eah, and if we just look on Europe and if we look on the assumptions, what will be the market potential for 2018
with more than €40 billion, I think we hav e really set it up in a proper way to go for this. But on top of this, I think
we are really able to deliver globally, which is v ery important to know with this partner setup.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Hannes C. Wittig

A

Head-Investor Relations

Okay . So, let me mov e to the nex t question. The first one is from – nex t question. The first one is from Robert
Grindle at Deutsche Bank here. A number of our – or y our global competitors are exiting the cloud according to
Robert. Presumably, this is due to competition from AWS. And how can y ou compete with the huge scale that
AWS has and other potential huge scale operators?
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Frank Strecker
Senior Vice President, Global Cloud Computing & Partner Eco-Systems, Deutsche Telekom AG

A

Something is about scale, and for sure, scale is v ery important. And for us, therefore, we hav e decided, as I hav e
shown onto my previous pages, that we're doing this in a partner -centric approach.
So, we do not believ e that we can do that with our own. We believ e we can do that in the combination with our
partners by building up a ecosystem and then hav ing the strength of this ecosystem to have a way of competition.
And we hav e a lot of learnings here into the market, and we see tha t there is a demand of this ty pe of solution.
As I'v e mentioned, there's a huge demand in Europe. Regarding the question where is the data, who is operating
the data, and I think this is also a question from James Eibisch regarding data sovereignty as a d ifferentiator. So,
it's not only about [indiscernible] (34:13) that they have local data centers or German data centers.
We hav e the data center and we are running the operations for this cloud stack. So, it's also from a data point of
v iew done by us. And the third I mentioned is, for sure, that based on these partnerships, we also offer that we are
the contract owner of the cloud here with the partner or with the client that they have also then in place, let me
say , a German contract, a German loan, all this other stuff, which is also a huge differentiator we hav e in place.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Hannes C. Wittig

A

Head-Investor Relations

Y eah. Okay . Frank, I think, just answered hopefully, the question that we had from James Eibisch at IDC who said
that data sov ereignty may become less of a competitive advantage for Deutsche Telekom now that most big cloud
prov iders have also a phy sical presence in Germany. But I think Frank has ex plained that alone is not as relevant
may be as it first appears.
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And I think at this point, we hav e no further questions. So maybe we give a few seconds before I hand ov er to
Anette for maybe some final words. But let's just pause for a few moments and giv e people a chance maybe to
shoot us some final questions.
Okay . So with that, I thank y ou v ery much for participating. But first, as I said, I want to hand ov er to Anette for
some final remarks.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Anette Bronder

Director - Digital Division; Board Member - T-Sytsems International, Deutsche Telekom AG

Thank y ou, Hannes. So first of all, I take this as a positiv e answer on our portfolio that it looks like it is clear. And
so I think ov erall, y our questions were always related to are we a global play er, how can we compete with the
global play ers. And I think Frank answered already these questions. But what I want to add is I think one of our
strengths is that we are able to deliv er and serve from an end -to-end perspective. Yeah? And this is one of the
strengths from our side if y ou look on the capability as Deutsche Telekom and T-Sy stems.
And if it comes to be the first choice of customers, what we hav e seen in the market, and this is also to feedback us,
we hav e the capabilities not only from the security point of v iew, we have the capability from a sy stem integration
point of v iew. We hav e capabilities now with own products in the cloud area. We are able to play the game from
infrastructure to software, software integration, orchestration. And I think we hav e already in the data analytics
area, some strong skills, and we are working v ery closely to gether in the front, let me say, upfront consulting for
our customer base if it comes to what is the right cloud strategy for their company.
We are working together with KPMG, as an ex ample, and others to give them the right support in the early stage
to come up with their, let me say , dedicated solution and strategy they need to go for. And I think then we can play
ex actly what I hav e described, this end-to-end service provider for them.
So, with that, I hope that with the success we are coming out from 2015 and the positive feedback we got from
analy sts and from the CeBIT, which was a v ery important event for us and which will push us at the moment a lot
because we have a lot of leads with that, I think then we are fully convinced that we can meet all th e commitments
we gav e internally, but also externally to the market to grow in a significant way also in 2016.
So, with that, I want to say let's cross fingers, but it looks v ery, very positive already, what we see after Q1 , that
201 6 will be the nex t step of success with cloud. And I don't want to forget what I hav e said before. This is the
foundation also for our digital future of IoT in Deutsche Telekom, and we are pushing v ery hard to come up with
the same story we have built it up here in Cloud.
With that, I want to giv e back to y ou, Hannes. Thank y ou very much for listening. By e -bye.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Hannes C. Wittig
Head-Investor Relations

Y es. Okay . Ev eryone, so the conference is now about to end. And, as alway s, if y ou have further questions, please
contact us at the Inv estor Relations department. And, again, thanks for y our participation.
So, I hand back to the operator.
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Operator: We'd like to thank y ou for participating at this conference. The recording of this conference will be
av ailable for the nex t seven days by dialing country code 49-1-805-2047-088 v ia reference number 47 9021#. We
are looking forward to hear from y ou again. Good bye.
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